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ROUGH FRUIT

a spiritual transcription in the texture
of asphalt on my skin, if only
to be peeled back.

the rind of a rough
indecent fruit.

thithick blood and milk
auspice spilling from
the vital meat-seed.

those many scars over again, layered
deeply from appendage
to protrusion, say nothing
worth repeating, nothing
the fallibility of the fallibility of my organism
wouldn’t say.
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YOLK

you woke me from a dream state,
so i swept through the living room
converting the furniture
to bone and flesh.

my mother,
her abdomen a her abdomen a vast desert,
storms emanating from her
naval void.

from somewhere
beneath even my surface
her dunes sang
in thick frequency.

of milk from of milk from my mother’s
breast: venial.

a priestess of old bone, whose
cellular discretion imparts conversation
to the congealed gums of an infant boy.

under stubborn transmutation
a part unchanging requites
to a glto a glowing core. a soul born
for which no incantation exists.

that part of me
impaired, frightened, implicit
in function so as not
to be colored, but gray.

in what shape of mouth
i becomei become:

laminal.
tongue slides up
throat to roof of mouth below
top front teeth.

liminal. on the threshold or
between mouth
and throat-spacand throat-space.

words fraternize with impetuous
tendency, begin an experiment
in meaning.
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SEATBELTS 

the object is on the table. it is in the middle of the table, and it sits alone 
because it is the only thing left. i filled it with water two days ago, two 
days ago my legs were still working but i have lost feeling in everything 
connected to my heart, so today i sit, to watch the days evaporate.

the object is fragilthe object is fragile, the object is breaking, and it is in the middle of the 
table. it sits alone because it is the only thing left. i filled it with water on 
monday, but now it is wednesday and my muscles are starting to rot, so 
today i sit, to watch the days evaporate.

i’m thinking about my fingerprints on your face.

yyour cheeks looked like lumpy garbage, because you ate too much cake 
and your skin had never forgiven you for your incessant acne picking 
habit. you said i was sweet, i said you were soft. we met somewhere in the 
dark, in between the sweaty thighs and drooling mouths of everyone else 
who existed between you and me.

wwe lived here together, under the loneliness that kept us warm, in our bed 
that kept us quiet. your bones creaked when you turned on your side at 
night, in our bed, under our sheets. it is dark and it is night, i never fell 
asleep as quickly as you so i lie next to your breath, scattering my fears 
and confusions into the space above us.

how will you hurt me,
and what do you know that i do not.
hhow do you exist inside of me,
to grow my hair,
and to form my curls.

the object is on the table and it sits in its own sweat.

i’m thinking about the trees in the front yard.
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 they are maple and they have all lost their bark. their insides shine 
with a newness that makes me uncomfortable, a nakedness that no 
one ever wanted.

do do you remember when we talked about how your ears were going to 
get really fucked up when you were old? i hated that time had any-
thing to do with how i thought about you, and there is some part of 
me that feels badly for what i said, but it's not anything you can con-
trol. i'm not sorry your ears are going to turn into deflated balloons, 
my thighs are going to double in size and my pants are not going to 
fit how they should. you'll have those fucked up ears and i'll be re
stricted to elastic waistbands. the difference is that you always 
thought the squirrels had done that to the trees. squirrels had noth-
ing to do with it, the trees debarked themselves.

i drank too much in the car and started crying before we even got to 
the party. the snot was down to my chin and a bib of salt was sticking 
to my chest, you put your hand on me for comfort and you said ev-
erything was going to be okay, but at this point my eyes were already 
too swollen to see how sincere your words were and
the space your palm made on my neck spoke louder in my ear than 
your voice ever could. the emptiness hummed of a better life, one 
where i shatter your kneecaps and hold your face down to the gutter. 
one where your eyes are boiling, your hair is falling to your shoul-
ders in clumps, and you will be your own mess that you can never 
clean up.

the emptiness hums in my ear of a better life, it warms my throat and 
calms my heart. i will drown you in your sleep, and i will bury you in 
my dreams.
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i left you in the middle of the field. i tried to look in the rear view 
mirror but time had already taken your ankles, the bourbon had 
turned sour in my stomach and i threw up the meal you had made 
me an hour ago. an hour and the candles were lit, i was rubbing your 
thighs with mine, we were eating filet and broccoli and now your fa-
vorite sweatshirt is soaking it up in the seat you just abandoned.

this is a leg.
this is the table.

the car is silver, the object is empty, the glass is on the table and the 
bed is made.

 
i wake with the sun, distanced from the thoughts that bring you back 
to my side. my brain hasn’t woken up yet, so for a few more minutes i 
lie and remain in an unreality.

i think about cooking i think about cooking my children.
germs.
cutting off my wrists,
and eliminating the dull pain that lives in my spine.
i think about the undercurrent that no one sees.
pulling out my hair,
and breaking my arms.

i am building a i am building a wall for no one, each brick arguing with the other be-
cause nothing knows why it's there. the wall is taller than me and it 
is weak, made thin so that i can hear you through it.
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the cup is on the table. the object is still, and it is starting to disap-
pear. it is in the middle of the table, and it sits alone because it is the 
only thing left.

i am the emptiness that we created together, seatbelted to my heart.
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IMPATIENCE

Words slip out like smoke 
rises to join the warmth.

Admirable calm, embrace of air
unable to denounce a thing,

the secret star within twinkles 
a little bit mora little bit more. Enticed by mist

I cease without explanation. 
I get up and go outside 

and pick up cigarette butts 
in a picnic and barbecue area.

I light the butts up.
Whisper obsolescence. 

I test I test my weight again
against an appliance

as well as I can 
without my contextualization stick. 

I dive into the Clarion swimming pool 
once outdoors, now indoors. 

I recline in a hotel-room recliner.
StarsStars; those fleeting pinpricks 

in some gallows hood … 
I feel like fucking exercising.
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Sunrise shimmers the pool
like a cracked phone screen

playing a video of bugs 
skating on water.

Order follows in the hallway.
I finger each door’s number

as if I am placing them theras if I am placing them there.
I plead with a security camera

with no choice but to prove 
I am inverted.

I don’t care to reach origins.
I don’t question what was or is 

clicking. Lipstick marks 
mmy ice water glass rim.

My ice was water; 
melted, again became water. 

Poetry a hobbled woman
allowed me to see her

with Wordsworthian love 
as a path of asceticism 

wwalked as beauteous. 
I have contracted separation anxiety 

yet remain attached to myself.
If even I cannot reach me 25



will you reach nonetheless?
If I couldn’t be embraced 

for I had abused sustenance 
and held out its wrapper for some reaper to take

will history command I 
not be saved as I was

mumuch less as I am?
The end is not the end 

but stretches forever
like an awakening lover

is nearly inaudible
like the gagged uroboros 

spitting out its tail
spine lispine like a straw

pulled from the soil.
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GRAYWATER

The coaster my glass is on is a circuit
Of the table and becomes the mania
Sticking to the bottom of the glass
Poured full of soul like a tour boat
From where, through the floor glass,
The seafloor can be obserThe seafloor can be observed
Through the glass to be a liquor resin
Subtle when uninhabited, choppy when 
Uninhibited, or unfathomable when empty.

I doubt I would say something in a poem
I wouldn’t say in person. Before here,
There is no fantasy. No there after here, either.
WWould there were only one word like that above
To describe many of the isolated words
That have been removed from language …
Their letters, themselves, do not appear
As if they should be next to one another.
There are only so many places they belong.

Messages cannot wait to take precedence.
Despite neaDespite near-instantaneous delivery,
The contemporary message can wait,
Should wait like stuff that is not 
Yet sounds like stuff heretofore heard.
We’re not ready to receive and process
A faraway cry because we cannot accept it
Might explain who we are to us. 
Do Do we know this person?

No arbiter is at fault for knowing
What everyone wanted 
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But remains anonymous.
The alien are circumstantially so.
It’s uncommon for anyone to self-classify
Themselves as others do.
Does a terrorist refer to himself as a terrorist?
Being ghosted is just procedure.
PPeople lack empathy for their own future self.

It should not be expected that anyone would empathize
With what comes unto others.
The apprehension is mutual.
At the end of the day, I am saddened when I look
So close to my sock.
I finger the pills that have formed on the fiber
HHaving allowed everyone to access my past,
Having been in the past without being told that 
That is what it was. 

My pleasure and diversification was increasing 
In demand and was in honor of both.
There was a last time for nothing.
The feelers had been put out.
Motion sensors piMotion sensors picked up idlers 
Flowing away from pockets of idlers
And converging in other pockets
To then idle therein, anew. A massage chair
Convulsed on the square corner.

I carried a black flap, the plastic bag
Thanking me in various tongues,
Rectangular cloths draping the shoulderRectangular cloths draping the shoulders,
No further information worth possessing.
It was 10 years ago when I dreamt of 10 years from then.
I never dreamt I’d be found in the lonely fen. 
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My back my arms, I knew who my friend purported to be.
He who can argue with a present
Presented as companion is free.
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ETERNAL THIEF OF ENERGIES 

The rivers current, the flowing white mane of the waterfall, the sun 
nourishing all that grnourishing all that grows and stifling the weak and languid; the 
secret of flowers and the tender reflection of music. My hunger and 
thirst, and their temporal alleviations. Melodrama of unsaid words 
and ridiculous phrases. To the beaches where the sands were our 
clothing and bed. Christ dismissed. Gone. The first purity and the 
first sin. Redeem time and the latent power of the sunrise.
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PARADOXICAL 

Sloth rises up and forms in me like dew from the clouds in the 
morning. And alas, there is no sun to rejuvenate my blood. Pale and 
ineffectual. Like as if nothing ever changes. Sleep and wake.  
Repetition precedes itselRepetition precedes itself. Would you say, my dream of 26 January 
last?  Do so little that your sloth precedes you. One thinks one has a 
soul, therefore one has a soul.  It is a result of the English language. 
Nonsense. Clarion call, perform thy duty. In the fashion of many 
others, I shall place it aside. I am too weak for madness. More 
decrepit than King Lear; the only energy I have is spent in sulking. 
Ephemeral consolation. Ah well, tomorrow and tomorrow and 
fforever.
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(UNTITLED POEM)

A rush thrust against the window, 
and light entered with the air.
We are speaking.
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This is the window.
If I want to be a dove, 
this is the way.
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Soon I shall leave through the opening 
that I came in from, 
that looks like a window 
with a view to a tree. 
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Rain is arriving against the window.
Everything that was ours is becoming 
mine alone.
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There is no one to ask about what befell me.
I am invisible to the stars, 
and no one else knows about such things.
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(UNTITLED SONNET FROM 555)

Initiative comes to thems that wait.
I have a question about immigration.
Such questioning is, of course, deceitful.
Nothing should seem impossible to change.
Discrepancies are then expunged by faith. 
This principle is a reasonable onThis principle is a reasonable one.
Hate is a very exciting emotion.
These bruises make for better conversation. 
There is no creation without anxiety.
Fashion is ephemeral, dangerous and unfair.
It pervades nearly every mental operation. 
Everything that exists is absolutely contingent.
It can be up or dIt can be up or down. 
I kiss on the first date. 
That's what you think of me. 
All art is a kind of confession, more or less oblique.
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POLY POSITIVIST SYLLOGISM 

If infinite Nablockovs
Then how many kens
Can Baroque Barbie
Become |straight|
Out of Carnegie?
ActualitActuality, I'm not
Asking You Mýa
Keatzian kitsch
Or my hollow
Über Tractatus
Or maybe I am
Only because
On On Fridays I'm
An amused muse
Coke stoned and
Gazing at Gatsby
Post-asphyxiated
Climax shot he calls
Me a ride we cackle
And I blaAnd I black out the Times
I see a Langston or another
Siren getting locked for life
When I'm not in Manhattan
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STERIALIZED WHITE NOISE 

    Electrolyshockcisss
    Papalpotpourricolor
    Silver Miryā 
راجفنا      םָיְרִמ    
    LilithLithiumBlaze
        Perpetualstaticrattle
    Six-daysnakekissed
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REAWAKENING LIKE RUST VIBRATING 
ON THE WING OF A FLY 
Is not a given 

not at all or is it all seeming 
like the decline and fall meaning 

the American autumn of this bed spinning while dreaming of the release 
of drof drowning like one who flew in the form of a one-bodied V of geese 

acceptable in such a state of fever flu all oscillating pistons into another dream like coming 
from reams and reams of rusty dread generators of God and God’s silence like hair if God 
were a sound vibrating cycles of nod into another dream of 

petting a lion named Gibbons 

large as my bed (I keep asking myself how I can be so certain of being already dead) 
without getting badly 

injuredinjured. You instead misgiving, you heard with your eyes like two gifts (when what you really 
wanted is lift) what you saw is what you thought you wanted: gifts with ribbons of radioac-
tive decay is true and so is this diamond 

blanket so powerful as all the rank of it as we sleep bent how 
it’s able to pet our faces without our consent 

& do so without scraping even though I’m not completely inured (I won’t speak for you) and 
even though I’m all row-row-my-boat and 

it’s a diamond and a blue-orange lion covering the shape of me and of you is how many 
shapes why then do I say I knew her when what is truer is I knew me who is not me and at 
the same time neither am I I because like some French philosopher said I am not (at least 
not always) the one 

who says I 

made a discmade a discovery before dressing re: the Mona Lisa. Here are pictures I took of Emperor 
Augustus: http://bit.ly/2k4u7o2. Look and ask yourself who led who and must us thus 
become dust? 

My discovery is thus this: Leonardo da Vinci 
saw repetition in this statue of Augustus and in his migrations modeled the Mona Lisa 

after him as high priestafter him as high priest. Leo was predicting at least the rise of women. He was a sort of Re-
naissance feminist - try it on - I'm going to frame this as art and submit it somewhere where 
I am not going because 

that’s the secret even if especially if it’s a stretch makes of “bridge” a need to wed 
if in dreams you can have it said that in reality you tried but paralyzed could not have fled.
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DTs

DTs are some sort of confusion like delirium tremens or d. trumpens that can 
really trumpet themselves when any sort of something happens getting weird 
geared serious around seventy years of age but sometimes there is early onset. 
Either way what happens is like right now how the world is in the aftershock-
ing transition into a new era 

where a series of confused earthquakes makes for a for a new error of Holy 
Roman roadway. Or to make a fairer era get out off the road, hey, and let’s get 
some crab soup on this rainy day stretching to halt these DTs like we gotta 
throttle the weather how we want it to be how 

production on Sunny Isles Beach started and stopped around 2009. We’ll start 
it up again and cameras will not be allowed at the pool but a lot of bottles and 
look at this image! When 

our construction of a monour construction of a money-factory didn’t pan out we stopped play 

to make a plan for a new golden way while playing football soccer with a coco-
nut our salamander souls readjusted to the holes in the new numbers stealing 
away in our ongoing numb bet also the dehydrated cucumber feeling of inevi-
tability let us leave the redbelly music play while we were 

gone the jack-hammer stopped started jackhammering. Humility got jackham-
mered.
In the humidity an old frog croaked in an older palm and oldish snowbirds 
yammered near a nude beach a partially finished hotel lingered in its yo-yo hu-
mility an unsold sunburn shadow 

scaffolding above the ocean of bigger waves than usual. That always moving 
thing inside us got stuck up the tree with a pollywog. Penumbras. We both 
tried to pee in the surf a feeling of what reassures but didn’t tell one another. 
Afterwards we walked the dog, never noticing the mutating or tiny seizures 

trying to tell us another tsunami was on its way. We didn’t tell one another, we 
saw one another as treasures. 

We decided to stop using terror but somehow it came out anyway.
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SLOWING DOWN AS A FORM OF RADICALISM

HTTP://PATIENT-SOUNDS.COM                            INFO@PATIENTSOUNDS.COM

CASSETTES & VINYL RECORDS & CHAPBOOKS & ZINES & OTHER DATA

SINCE 2009
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WINDOW

NOW ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS FOR

ISSUE 4 - “STATIC”

"OBJECTS IN A PARK SUGGEST STATIC REPOSE

RATHER THAN ANY ONGOING DIALECTIC.

PARKS ARE FINISHED LANDSCAPES FOR FINISHED ART."

- ROBE- ROBERT SMITHSON

 

"IF TREES CAN CREATE ART, IF THEY CAN ENCIRCLE THE GLOBE

SEVEN TIMES IN ONE YEAR, IF PRISONERS CAN GROW PLANTS

AND RAISE FROGS, THEN PERHAPS THERE ARE OTHER

STATIC ENTITIES THAT WE HOLD INSIDE OURSELVES, 

LIKE GRIEF, LIKE ADDICTIONS, LIKE RACISM, THAT CAN ALSO CHANGE."

 -  - NALINI NADKARNI

 

 

PLEASE CONSIDER THE POWER OF PATIENCE AND STILLNESS

OR THE ILLUSION OF SAMENESS AS A SHORTSIGHTED READING.

 

CONSIDER PERSISTENCE. CONSIDER STASIS. 

  

 
FORMATS/FILE TYPES:
NO MORE THAN 5 - JPG / PDF / DOC
POETRY / PROSE / ESSAYS + DEFINITIONS OR ESOTERICS / ARCHIVES
COLLAGE / PAINTING / DRAWING / PHOTOGRAPHY / DIAGRAMS 

HTTP://PATIENT-SOUNDS.COM/SUBMIT

WINDOW IS ALWAYS ACCEPTING SUBMISSIONS
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